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ABSTRACT 
Automatic generation of the user interface can simplify development of the computer applications. It can help in 
the development for various target platforms or in simpler testing and algorithm debugging as the user interface 
can be created for the actual code and platform taking into account many properties. Process of the automatic 
generation of the user interface can be supported by the data and code characterization. In this paper, an 
innovative approach using the data and code characterization is presented. The mechanisms and algorithms 
describing how the data and code characteristics are loaded, the way how objects are transformed into abstract 
and specific user interface elements, and the process of finalizing user interface is briefly described. As an 
example, simple media player is described in every step of the user interface generation process. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the applications in these days are created as 
one solution for one or more platforms. The 
applications portable on a multiple platforms are 
usually using some intermediate framework, such as 
Java or .NET Framework [Ell06a]. Many devices 
with the same or a different platform have very 
much varying properties and capabilities, so that the 
user interface created for an average system is not 
always the best option. 
Development of the applications for more platforms 
simultaneously is a complex task and requires 
developers to have knowledge of all the required 
target platforms. Also applications developed for a 
single platform are composed from heterogeneous 
information about the algorithms, designs, and user 
interface which fact can render the design difficult. 
When the algorithms change, design and user 
interface code has to change too (to get control over 
the user interface elements). 
For the above reasons, automatic generation of the 
user interface can simplify application development. 
The user interface elements can be generated to 
reflect algorithm changes. Cross-platform 
portability can benefit from the creation of user 
interface considering capabilities and properties of 
the executing system. 
2. PREVIOUS WORK 
Number of the systems exists from 1980’s that use 
various techniques for generating of user interface. 
A level of automation provided by these systems 
varies from the programming abstraction (e.g. 
UIML [Abr02a]) to design tools (e.g. ProcSee 
[PSe05a]), through the mixed systems requiring 
partial assistance from user interface designer 
(TERESA [Pat08a]). Such systems that provide 
some mechanisms to automatically generate user 
interface often use simple rule-based approach 
where every type is matched to the specific user 
interface element (e.g. UBI [UBI05a]). Some 
systems rely on the type-based declarative model of 
the information exchanged through the user 
interface called Abstract User Interface [Pat03a]. In 
many cases, a user interface was specified explicitly 
(e.g. UIML) or inferred from a code [Jel04a]. Some 
systems include additional information about a high 
level task or dialogue model (e.g. ConcurTaskTrees 
[Pat97a] or the task models [Bod94a]). Other 
systems generate the user interface using constraint 
satisfaction and optimization (e.g. Supple 
[Gaj08a]).  
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 Fig. 5 demonstrates the resulting AIO tree created 
from the characterization tree. The main media 
player object is represented by a container, playlist 
as a collection, and seek-bar as a time measurement 
(both are sub-objects of media player class). 
 
 
The methods were linked together into three main 
AIOs thanks to smart template. The Playlist entry 
was placed separately during the collection 
initialization because it is used for the internal 
representation of a collection items and is not 
explicit part of the media player interface. 
Creating Specific Interface Objects 
The specific interface objects (CIOs) contain 
information about the specific user interface 
element that will be used in the final user interface. 
The AIO tree with a user interface structure is used 
to choose the best CIO for every data or code 
element. The presented process is generally 
enumeration of all the possible ways of choosing 
and inserting user interface elements. The best 
solution with the smallest effort needed for the 
interaction is chosen. This process is described in 
Fig. 6. The first step is evaluation of a cost function 
(1). The cost function evaluates the effort of the 
user in the interaction with current user interface 
objects in his current context and specified device. 
When the current cost is worse than the best 
solution found so far, conversion will not continue. 
The second step is checking if all the AIOs were 
converted to the CIOs and saving solution (2). The 
third step enumerates all the CIOs available for the 
concrete AIO (3). Each of these CIOs is applied to 
the user interface without violating constraints. AIO 
conversion is repeated for sub AIOs recursively (4). 
AIOs with a higher importance are always placed 
first. Finally, the CIO is removed from the user 
interface because it can be replaced by other CIO in 
the 4th step of previous recursion. 
 
Fig.7. demonstrates the result of the conversion to 
the CIOs. Main class is represented by the Form 
(window), containing ListView for the playlist, 
track bar for the seek-bar and the smart templates 
for categorized commands. 
Instantiating 
Instantiation creates instances of CIOs and is 
responsible for generation and registration of 
events. The instance of every CIO is created so that 
instances have the same sub-objects as CIO nodes. 
Then, the parameters of the CIO are set to the 
instance. The CIOs representing a data register their 
dependencies on other objects, events for value 
Figure 6. Creation of CIO tree. 
ConvertToCIOs(ChTree, AIO, Context, Device) 
1. If (CurrentCost(ChTree, Context, Device) >= 
 BestCost) return; 
2. If (AllCIOsApplied()) 
a. BestCost = Cost; 
b. BestCIOs = ChTree.CIOs; 
c. return 
3. CIOs = GetCIOs(AIO, Context, Device); 
4. foreach(CIO in CIOs) 
a. if(ApplyCIO(CIO, AIO, Device)) 
i. subAIOs = GetSubAIOs(AIO); 
ii. SortByImportance(subAIOs); 
iii. foreach(subAIO in subAIOs) 
1. ConvertToCIOs(ChTree, subAIO, 
Context, Device); 
5. UndoLastCIO(); 
 
AIOsToCIOs() 
1. foreach(SubTree in ChTree) 
2. while(true) 
a. ConvertToCIOs(SubTree, SubTree.AIO, Context, 
Device) 
b. if (ConversionComplete(SubTree)) break; 
c. RegroupLowestImportanceContainer(SubTree); 
Figure 4. Creation of AIO tree. 
Load AIO Database from repository. 
CreateAIOs(char, prefs, context) 
1. selectedAIO = EvalRuleSet(char, prefs, context); 
2. selectedAIO.Initialize(char, prefs, context); 
3. char.AIO = selectedAIO; 
4. foreach(dch in char.Data) 
a. CreateAIOs(dch, prefs, context); 
b. selectedAIO.Add(dch.AIOs); 
5. foreach(cch in char.Code) 
a. if(cch has category && smart template exists) 
i. cch.AIO = GetSmartTemplate(cch.category); 
ii. cch.AIO.Link(cch); 
b. else 
i. cch.AIO = EvalRuleSet(cch, prefs, context); 
ii. if (cch.Params > 0) 
iii. dlg = CreateDialogAIO(); 
iv. foreach(param in cch.Params) 
1. CreateAIOs(param, prefs, context); 
c. cch.AIO.Add(dlg); 
Figure 7. Created CIOs from the AIO tree. 
Figure 5. AIOs generated from the 
characterization tree. 
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changes of the data and the user interface instance. 
CIOs representing a code register their 
dependencies and implementing routines calls, 
generate events to show asterisks and code to show 
a dialog for input of the parameters if required. 
 
Figure 8. The final user interface. 
Fig. 8 shows final user interface generated from 
CIO tree in Fig. 7. All CIOs were placed in the top-
bottom and the left-right order representing highest 
to lowest importance. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The presented approach allows for automated 
creation of the user interfaces from the 
characterized code. It is based on rule-based 
creation of the abstract user interface and constraint 
satisfaction and optimization during creation of 
specific interface elements. It can be used to create 
a user interface for various modalities and user 
contexts. The rule-based approach can quickly 
reduce the set of the user interface elements for 
given modality and context while constraint 
satisfaction and optimization process can create 
interface with low interaction effort with a device 
and user capabilities in mind. It can be further 
extended to consider adaptation to usage. In 
situations, where the users are getting experienced 
in time, importance can be changed to reflect the 
most frequently used user interface elements. In 
situations, in which the user changes the 
environment, the current modality can be changed 
to enable more comfortable interaction. 
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